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2.1. Product Title and Description:

Introducing: The Onward Bag
From plastic bag trash to a new line of sustainability conscientious tech bags.
According to data from the Ocean Conservancy’s annual International Coastal
Cleanups, plastic bags are consistently in the top 10 pieces of trash collected
on beaches around the world. The extremely slow decomposition rate of plastic
bags leaves them to drift on the ocean for untold years (1). Yet, the High Density
Polyethylene used in plastic bags is 100% recyclable and relatively easy to
recycle should the bags be returned to a proper recycling bin or facility. I saw an
opportunity to re-use the plastic bags, encourage recycling through design, and
create a product that would appeal to a larger, tech savvy market. By using a
recycled material one could lower the price of an insulated bag while still having
a valuable design in comparison to the price of bags that used leather or highgrade textiles as part of their products. While deciding the overall design and size

of the bag I thought about how I was going to include the story of sustainability
into the bag in a meaningful manner. I discovered that a pattern pressed into the
recycled plastic bags was the best, and most energy efficient, way. The pattern
used in this design is based on ocean waves, creating a connection between the
user and natural elements. The bag has a strap on the top for carrying the bag
when not using it as a backpack. The long upper flap is tucked into a similar strap
that rests further down the bag. The bag would easily fit several varieties of small
and medium sized laptops, as well as other business documents or schoolbooks.
The bag is made from 60-70 recycled plastic bags, and about a yard of organic
cotton canvas, and canvas thread. The user is only required to cut a few stitches
to fully separate the two fabrics, allowing the entire bag to be recycled and
composted respectively. By channeling plastic bags into this new design this
product is capable of reducing overall plastic waste and reducing C02 waste by
taking advantage of the embodied energy in the already once processed plastic
bags.
(1) http://www.reuseit.com/
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Prototyping

By using a hair-straightener and
a clothing iron I was able to fuse
plastic bags together without
melting them. I conducted
several experiments to find the
right temperature for the right
amount of time. Then, I created
several chipboard patterns that I
ironed plastic bags over to get the
patterned pictured to the left. The
pattern with the thicker details was
more readable than the thinner
detailed design. I also realized that
the layers of pressed plastic would
create a very good insulating or
padding material. This realization
became crucial to why I decided
to create a tech/ laptop bag
instead of a standard backpack.
Most tech bags require minimal to
moderate padding to protect and
insulate the laptop or technology
inside. Current isolation foams are
not sustainable or recyclable while
the pressed plastic bags had the
opportunity to be both.
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Stamp Storyboard

I developed an aluminum stamp
system to press the patten into the
plastic bags. Pictured here is the
story board of how I would heat a
section of the aluminum stamp to
prototype.
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Aluminum Stamp

Pictured here is a 6x6 inch
prototype of the aluminum stamp
that I milled using a CNC. Once
cut, the stamps would be able to
heat stamp hundreds of thousands
of bags before wearing out. Also,
only recycled plastic, and the
heat stamp are required to make
the plastic fabric - making the
process essentially waste free. At
the end of the stamp’s life, the
aluminum will be fully recycled in
an aluminum recycling facility.
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Bag Straps Design

As well as refining the pattern, I
thought about the orientation and
attachment of the straps. In order to
create a product that could be recycled / composted easily I needed
to use as few materials as possible
so that the bag would be easy for
the user to disassemble at the end
of the product’s life. This meant that
I could not use traditional buckles or
buttons that are used in backpack
strap attachment and adjustment.
I chose instead to use a simpler tie
and pouch system. When the straps
are in use they would be tied to
the bottom of the bag. If the straps
need to be put away they could be
tucked into a pouch at the back of
the backpack.
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Symbolic Stitching

The stitching of the bag would
be symbolic to the joining of the
types of material: when canvas
and canvas are joined gray thread
would be used that would blend
with the fabric. When canvas and
plastic are joined bright orange
thread would be used to signal
to the user that the two materials
would need to be separated at
the end of use. The bag will be
sewn using Overlock stitching or
Serging: this means that only a few
threads at the top of the stitching
line would need to be cut for the
material to be separated.
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Packaging and Instructions

The bag would come with
no plastic wrapping and little
packaging. Delivered to vendors
in a cardboard box, the backpack
could be hung on recycled
clothing hangers. Instruction on use
and recycling of the bag would be
on a flip-book style booklet that is
hung over the front exterior strap.

2.3.

Illustration of the product’s system:

Sewing Manufacturing
The cotton canvas & the plastic
fabric are sewn together to create
the bag in a facility that supports
Americans with disabilities.
[i.e. Sourceamerica.org]

Biodegradable Dyes

Plastic Fabric

Dyes made of mineral
based materials that can
be composted would be
used to dye the fabric.

Canvas Manufacturing
The cotton canvas
would be manufactured
responsibly in the US.

The plastic fabric, which is naturally
padded and insulating, would be
cut and shipped to the sewing
manufacturer.

Biological
Nutrients

Technical
Nutrients

Heat Stamping Process
The plastic bags would be heated
and compressed into patterned
fabrics using large aluminum
stamps. The process requires no
additional materials or chemicals,
is waste free, and can be
accomplished with solar energy.

Start: Organic Cotton Farmed
Start: Collecting Recycled Bags

The cotton used to make the
canvas would be grown and
harvested ecologically.

Onward Bag Co. would develop
partnerships with companies like Novlex and
Krogers, who have established recycling
channels that Onward can access to collect
recycled polyethylene bags.
Material Reutilization

Packaging and Shipping
Materials and manufacturing
are sourced within the US to
reduce the carbon foot print of
transportation. The bags would be
shipped in bulk in decomposable
cardboard containers with no
additional packaging.

Once the user separates the two materials
of the bag the canvas can be decomposed
in a municipality decomposition site, and
the plastic fabric can be recycled at any
plastic bag collection site (i.e. Krogers)

Product
Use

User Deconstructs the Bag

Use and Enjoy
The backpack is worn and
enjoyed by the customer.

End of Life

At the end of the bag’s life
the user can deconstruct
the bag easily using the
bag’s instructions and a pair
of scissors.
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Reutilization Cycle & Business Model:
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Reutilization Cycle

Business Model

Once the bag has reached the end of its life the user will be encouraged to separate the pieces of
the bag based upon the initial instruction booklet and the symbolic stitching (See graphic above).
[1.]The user may use regular scissors to cut the Overlock stitching at the indicated cutting points.
When the Overlock stitching is cut the cotton thread will be able to be pulled from the material
and the material will separate easily. [2.]The cotton thread and the cotton canvas are 100%
biodegradable and would be composted at a local municipality-composting site. The non-toxic
dyes used on the cotton canvas and thread are also compostable, and would not cause harm to
the natural decomposition process. [3.]New cotton would be sustainably grown and harvested with
bio-based fertilizers and pesticides while the used cotton fabric biodegraded. The organic cotton
would be source from Texas, California and New Mexico. Sourcing and manufacturing within the
same country limits travel time and fuel needs, leading to a decreased carbon footprint. [4.]The
cotton would be processed and woven in a US based facility that meets Silver Cradle to Cradle
standards.

The Onward bag adds value to the market in several ways. Consumers can benefit from enhancing
their green image. Through design the bag will connect consumers to elements of sustainability,
and teach them how easily product disassembly and recycling can be. The bag will also function
as a regular tech bag: protecting the consumer’s electronics from falls, hard surfaces, and extreme
weather. The interesting design will generate profit from sales through stores and online distributors.
The use of recycled material, and reduced manufacturing means the bag will be cheaper to
produce and can be priced and sold more competitively than other tech bags. This product will
raise overall market demand for recycled bags, which will lead to an increase in recycling programs.
Overall this will lead to less plastic waste in our oceans and waterways, and a healthier planet.

[5.]The plastic fabric from the bag can be recycled at any grocery store or market that collects
regular plastic grocery bags, etc., in bins in front of the store. [6.]Once collected, the material would

go to a sorting facility where the staff would be aware of the Onward Bag material, and would
know to sort the plastic fabric along with other High Density Polyethylene bags. [7.]Once the bags
were sorted and packaged in reusable bulk bags, the bags would be bought by a recycling facility
and either turned into more plastic grocery bags, or used to create more plastic fabric for Onward
bags. To accomplish this last step, Onward Bag Co. would partner with a plastic manufacturing and
recycling company such as Novelex to gain access to established recycling channels. [8.]Due to
High Density Polyethylene’s relatively low melting temperature, solar panels would be used to gain
the energy needed to heat the aluminum stamp plates allowing a cleaner energy system.

4.1.
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Overview:

The Onward Bag is made from three homogenous materials. [1.]
The cotton canvas and thread are biodegradable and add
structural support to the plastic bag fabric. [2.]High Density
Polyethylene comprises the plastic fabric and is made by
compressing plastic bags in certain areas with heat. This process
traps air between layers of plastic film creating an insulating
and padded material. [3.]The last homogeneous material is the
biodegradable ink used to dye the cotton canvas and thread
(See graphic on page).
4.2.
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Material Reutilization:

The Onward bag is 100% recyclable or compostable and uses
100% recycled or rapidly renewable content. The bag has a
Reutilization Score of 100, allowing the bag to be eligible for
platinum C2C certification.
4.3.

Material Health:

High Density Polyethylene
HDPE is food safe and use in a variety of food containers.
HDPE resins that are made by Dow and used for food-contact
applications are in compliance with applicable U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) regulations and European Union (EU)
directives/regulations for consumer safety. [Source: Dow Product
Safety Assesment]
Organic Cotton
Organic Cotton is a biologically inert material that is safe to wear
or carry. Onward Bag Co. will guarantee the cotton used is grown
in a true organic manner with 100% organic fiber content and the
use of no toxic chemical pesticides or fertilizers [Source: Bureau
Veritas CPS].
Bio-Degradable Dyes
Onward Bag Co. would only use certified organic, low-impact
dyes that use clays, vegetables or minerals to create varying
shades. These dyes would be both safe for the user to wear and
would be biodegradable. BioDye is one such company, the gray
color of the bag is based on one of their current dyes [Source:
www.biodye.in].
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